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Mario Kart is one of Nintendo's strongest franchise with titles available for almost every Nintendo console and handheld released in the past two decades and sold more than 100 million copies - but Nintendo is eyeing a much bigger potential audience by bringing Mario Kart to mobile phones. When Mario Kart Tour was
first announced more than a year ago, the online reactions were a mixed bag. Some people were rightly hyped about the prospect of playing Mario Kart on their phone, while others were concerned about how a free-to-play Mario Kart app might be bogged down with micro-transactions. Now that the closed Android beta
for Mario Kart Tour has begun, we're starting to see screenshots and video clips leaking from cheeky beta-betasters that violate the rules of the beta beta. Along with those leaks, we've rounded up some other impressions from across the tech news industry to get a feel for what Nintendo has brought to the table. Mario
Kart Tour is a free-to-play kart racer currently being tested in Japan and the US. Familiar gameplay is fun and charming and all your favorite Mario Kart characters, carts and courses included – although most things are hidden in the game's loot box-like reward system. Designed to be played with simplified, one-handed
controls - similar to Super Mario Run. Since I haven't had a chance to check out the beta firsthand, I've looked around for a cheeky testers willing to post some gameplay footage. The above video was provided by TonesqueTech and offers an unedamed look at playback through the first three tracks. Mario Kart Tour is
designed to hold your phone in one hand, with automatic acceleration and swipe control to rotate. The core gameplay remains intact, with item boxes randomly delivering you power-ups on the track, and there seems to be a complete roster of recurring characters to unlock and play like. Ethan Gach of Kotaku writes that
while gameplay is fun and does a good job of adapting the franchise for smartphones the current state of the reward system bogs the game down: Nintendo has found huge success using the free-to-play with in-app purchases model with Fire Emblem Heroes reportedly generating almost $500 million in revenue on its
own , so the prospect of milking a premiere franchise like Mario Kart with the same model is an obvious move. Nothing we've seen or read so far has been set in stone, like the nature of beta testing. The Verge mentions in their early look the beta that along with the stars, green gem, and coin currency systems, the game
also includes an endurance system using hearts that exhaust every 15 and can apparently be topped up with in-app purchases. Having only seen second-hand gameplay footage and first impressions from other game journalists, it honestly feels like Mario Kart Tour is shaping up to be a Dry Bones shell of what a Mario
Kart game is supposed to be It seems that the loot box system will wipe you mindlessly through each race just grinding to earn enough coins or gems to get another chance at unlocking the one character you actually want to play as. These gameplay limitations feel especially weird considering that this is the same
franchise that lets up to eight people wirelessly connect to just one cartridge with the Nintendo DS. Of course I try not to judge a game that is still in the early beta testing phase. The game is expected to see a wide release sometime this summer, and hopefully by then we'll take a clearer look at the game modes and
mechanics - because if the core gameplay is fun and maintains the series' reputation, the nostalgia factor could only make Mario Kart Tour one of the biggest games of 2019. Get the most out of your Android gaming experience A great Bluetooth controller for use with Android games that offer gamepad support that also
includes a wireless USB dongle for gaming on PCs. This battery pack from Ventev is so often recommended because it is so compact and convenient. You get a built-in USB-C cord, built-in ac-prong for charging the device and a battery capacity of 6000mAh. Of all the phone mounts and kickstands we have tested, the
most consistently reliable and sturdy is the original Spigen Style Ring. It also has a minimalist crochet mount for your car's dashboard. We can earn a commission for purchases through our links. Learn more. Best answer: Although you play against bots that appear to be AI versions of other players' accounts, you can't
play real multiplayer races in Mario Kart Tour... at least not yet. It's an unusual departure for a Mario Kart game, because let's face it, racing against other players is usually most of the fun. However, Nintendo has hinted that multiplayer may come to the game in a future update. When you're ready to start a race in Mario
Kart Tour, it certainly looks like you're about to compete with other live players. The game reinforces the illusion of multiplayer using screen names that appear to be the ones that people could use. In addition, it has multiple versions of the same player or kart, as often happens when you play other Mario Kart games.
Unfortunately, illusion is the key word here. Nintendo does its best to feel like you're competing in real-time PvP when you're just up against some convincing (most of the time, anyway) bots. Why did the company do this? Presumably to avoid the server problems that multiplayer could cause, as Nintendo has not really
done a mobile game so far that kind of tech requires. But has at least thought about multiplayer This might be a bit premature, but Nintendo seems to have a road map for Mario Kart Tour with live multiplayer. If you go to the game's main menu screen, there's a 'Multiplayer' icon with a very peppy peppy Message. Tapping
on it gives you this message: That can mean anything from weeks to months to years, of course, but hey, at least the multiplayer may eventually come to Mario Kart Tour, so that's something. We'll keep you posted as more news comes in. Maybe it's not multiplayer, but it can still be fun mario Kart Tour can't offer racing
action against other live players, but it does allow you to record on all the characters you love from Mario lore on a wide range of tracks. There's plenty of content now and more on the way. Source: iMore Your Mario Kart Tour finally play on your iOS or Android devices. It's a fun game that pits players from all over the
world against each other in stupid races. Unfortunately, you can't choose to race specific people yet, but add your friends to your Mario Kart Tour account and compare your scores. There is a Multiplayer button in the Mario Kart Tour menu, but it is currently grey with the words Inbound written about. Knowing Nintendo,
this multiplayer mode will probably become available in the near future. For now, you can compare your race scores with friends. Here's our guide on how to add friends to Mario Kart Tour. What is Mario Kart Tour? It is a mobile app available for both iOS and Android devices where you can race in a simplified version of
a classic game. Cartoony characters race around the track and use silly items like banana peels and shells to trip up other players. What makes this app fun is that it features courses seen in earlier versions of the game, as well as new courses inspired by real-world locations like New York or Tokyo. These real-world
courses are swapped every two weeks, so you'll have plenty of fun new locations to race through. There is currently a roster of 34 characters that players can acquire. You'll see familiar faces like Mario, Bowser and Peach, but you'll also see brand new racers like Pauline from the Nintendo Switch game, Super Mario
Odyssey. You'll also find some familiar items, gliders, and karts you've seen in previous games. The game gives the appearance of racing against other players by slapping their usernames on AIs, however, you, in fact, racing a computer. Although you haven't raced against specific friends yet, you can compare scores
to see who is the best racer. This is how you do it. Add friends to Mario Kart Tour Open the Mario Kart Tour app. When the main menu loads, tap the menu button at the bottom of the screen. Source: iMore Select the Friends icon. Tap the Friend button. Source: iMore Now you need to exchange your Player ID number
with your friend. Source: iMore Now you will need to exchange your Player ID number with your friend. You put your Player ID at the top of the find a box. To enter your friend's player ID, tap the box that says Enter the player's ID. Source: iMore Type in or paste your friend's Player ID. Voila! You're connected. Now you
can Which one of you gets the best scores. Source: iMore Well, there you have it. Now you can see each other's race score on Mario Kart Tour and determine who is the best racer between you. The ability to race against others comes in the future. However, we do not know when it will become available. Given that this
game is fairly new, we expect racing against friends will soon become an option. In the meantime, get racing and see how well you stack up against your friends. What do you think? Do you like Mario Kart Tour? Let us know in the comments below. Source: iMore DeNA and Nintendo have teamed up to create a lot of
new mobile games from Nintendo's original IPs, and Mario Kart Tour is the latest game to come out of that collaboration. Designed from the ground up with mobile gaming in mind, this Mario Kart has features that no other version has had before. Race Mario characters on your phone From the ground up designed to be a
mobile experience, Mario Kart Tour has the best and worst features of a mobile game. Still, it's Mario Kart! For those of you who may have never played video games in your life, Mario Kart is a nintendo racing game that features characters from its game franchises – especially from the Super Mario games, but
sometimes also other characters – who race around tracks in go-karts or motorcycles. The goal, of course, is to win the races. You collect power-ups along the way that will help you succeed against the other racers; Some will hurt them, some will give you a boost. What does the mobile gameplay look like? Source:
iMore In a word, Portrait. Nintendo is clearly trying to differentiate its mobile games from its offerings on the Nintendo Switch, and a good way to do that is to limit the screen real estate they are taking. The portrait is not terrible as the controls don't really show up on the screen. This means that you can still see all the
action that takes place on the track. Controls The game uses the automatic acceleration of the latest Mario Kart games, which means that even if you do nothing, your kart will reach the end of the race. The check comes from sliding your finger from side to side to steer and tapping the screen to fire your items.
Unfortunately, the game also uses an automatic operating system for moving left and right as well. That means if you try and cut corners, you're probably pulled back into place. I really hope this doesn't make it into the full game, or if it does, we can turn it on or off. While I understand why some players might help with
controls, it seems to beat the purpose of playing a game. If I leave the game to its own devices and my character can finish the race - sometimes in the top three - how do I know sure that what I do actually makes a difference? Drifting Drifting is at least one thing you control. By holding your finger down while you you
build up a drift. If you let go, you can give yourself a little boost in speed. In a game that has a lot of automation, it is very useful to give yourself a boost in speed. Mario Kart Tour: How to Drift, and when you should try Tilt Controls Mario Kart Tour has the ability to use your phone's gyroscope to determine your direction,
but it's a little strange. Because you play the game in portrait mode, the control feels unnatural compared to landscape mode. I'm sure there are plenty of people who like to play like this, but for me, having the screen move when you turn the wheel is a hindrance, not a help. What's there to collect? Source: iMore In a
word, lots. As you play, you can collect coins to buy new racers, karts and gliders. Each of them can also be collected randomly using the rubies you are awarded and that you buy for real money. They are a lot of choices here, but you don't have to spend real money to collect them if you are patient. Most of the things
you collect can also be upgraded. As you play each race, the driver, kart, and glider you use become very slow to level up using the XP assigned to you. You also get XP boost tickets. These are rewarded for completing challenges and can also be purchased. How do the items work? Source: iMore Items are a classic
part of the Mario Kart game and allow you to help yourself and hinder others in different ways. Some, like the mushroom, help by increasing your speed, while others, like the red shell, will slow your enemies down to overtake you. Mario Kart Tour has some fun new ways to use items, including an exclusive Frenzy Mode
to maximize your bonuses. Number of items The number of items you take with you depends on the player you're using and the song you're playing on. Most smaller players have only one item slot, while the larger characters, such as Donkey Kong, have two. However, this changes if they are on a preferred track.
Preferred songs Do you know how many of the tracks look like they're connected to your characters? In Mario Kart Tour, yes. One of the tracks in the game is the Toad circuit of the 3DS, and it is the preferred track of both Toad and Toadette. Both characters are given three items on these tracks and are given the ability
to enter frenzy mode. All characters have at least one preferred track, and the characters you buy for more money will have more, making them more likely to rage on other tracks. Frenzy Mode If you collect three of the same item on your favorite track, you can enter Frenzy mode. Frenzy Your racer is invincible for a
short period of time, increasing their speed and drifting skill, while also giving you an unlimited supply of the item you picked up. This adds an element of tactics to which racer you choose on which tracks. Having a favorite may not work as well on Mario Kart Tour as on other games. Mario Kart Tour: What is frenzy
mode? Are there Micro transactions? Of course there are, this is a modern mobile game, after all. Fortunately, it seems that all the characters and karts you buy for real money can also be earned in the game with the in-game currency. Like DeNA's Pokémon game Pokémon Masters, the game offers you a shortcut to
buying characters you might want, rather than offering specials that can only be purchased with real money. This is great because it means that all you need is gravel to grab the characters you want. Race Mario characters on your phone From the ground up designed to be a mobile experience, Mario Kart Tour has the
best and worst features of a mobile game. Still, it's Mario Kart! Kart!
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